Virginia Federation of Dog Clubs and Breeders
The Virginia Federation of Dog Clubs and Breeders is a nonprofit association founded in 1971. It
represents 50 kennel clubs throughout the Commonwealth -- about 5000 dog owners and hobby
breeders.
Please OPPOSE HB158: Devocalization of Cats and Dogs
Contact: Alice Harrington ~ 703-965-7401 ~ aharrington4832@verizon.net or
Sharyn Hutchens ~ 540-784-8948 ~ sharyn@timbreblue.com
Legislative Liaisons VFDCB
This bill proposes to turn veterinarians who perform a simple and useful surgical procedure into
criminals. The bill assumes that surgically softening a dog’s bark is inhumane. Nothing could be
further from the truth. In fact, this procedure often saves dogs’ lives since they don’t have to be
surrendered to animal control for disturbing neighbors or violating condo and homeowners’
association rules. In other words, bark softening allows dogs to stay in their homes and not be a
nuisance to the neighbors.
There are many myths and inaccuracies surrounding this procedure. The label “devocalization”
is an incorrect term. These dogs “vocalize” all the time – they just do it with less volume. They
have a variety of barks, growls, alert tones, play barks, whines – just like any dog.
We have never heard of any cat having this procedure and have been unable to find any instance
of it on the internet.
Please oppose this bill. It removes what for some people is a last resort option for being able to
keep their dogs. Below are some FAQs on this topic.
--------------------------------------Q: How is bark softening (“devocalization”) performed by a veterinarian?
A: This is a minor surgical procedure to reduce tissue in the vocal chords. Some vets use a
biopsy punch to remove a small amount of tissue. Other surgeons use a laser for the same

purpose. The vocal chords are not removed. The surgery lowers the volume of the dog's bark and
the tendency for the sound to carry over a wide area. This procedure is sometimes incorrectly
referred to as devocalization. It does not remove the dog’s voice. It is more accurately called
bark softening. The actual procedure is quick (one to two minutes) and recovery is also quick (an
hour). There is no bleeding. There are no stitches. Dogs eat their normal diet the same day. The
procedure is not nearly as serious or invasive as a spay or neuter operation.
Q: Does the procedure remove the dog's ability to bark?
A: No. Dogs continue to bark. What bark softening does is lower the volume of the bark so that
it does not carry to a neighbor's yard.
Q. Is it true dogs with softened barks cannot communicate any longer?
A. No. This is myth. Dogs continue to bark, whine and vocalize in all the ways dogs do.
Q: Is this a "cruel and barbaric procedure?"
A: No. This procedure is simple and it saves lives of dogs that might otherwise be dumped in the
pound for their barking. In modern society, with heavily built-up neighborhoods, sometimes any
barking can cause problems between neighbors.
Q: Do dogs suffer emotionally from bark softening?
A: It is a myth to suggest dogs are emotionally disturbed by having their barks softened. They
can bark. They don't seem to notice that their barks are softer. Bark softened dogs that are not
being constantly disciplined for barking, in fact, tend to be much happier dogs.
Q: Is it true that only criminals and drug dealers debark dogs?
A: This is the biggest myth about bark softening. The majority of people who bark soften their
dogs are responsible dog owners looking for a safe and effective way to deal with dogs whose
barks are so piercing that they can be heard for miles around.
Q: Is it true you can train any dog not to bark?
A: We challenge dog behaviorists to train a group of Shelties and some cold weather dogs like
Huskies not to bark. Shelties love to bark–especially in a group. It is part of who they are. This
can be true of any group of dogs.
Q: Do people bark-soften their dogs just to avoid training their dogs?
A: The majority of people have run out of options and are trying to be good neighbors. We are
not talking about people who are irresponsible and leave their dogs out all night or ignore
chronic barking. We are talking about people who are faced with having to move or having to
give up their dog. A piercing bark, even on limited occasions, can be sufficient to cause a war in
built-up residential neighborhoods.

